
1 Title

Fundamental Properties of Peer–to–Peer Botnets

2 Summary

Botnets have traditionally used centralized architectures for command and control. In such architectures,
a small number of servers is used to send commands to all the bots. Centralized botnet architectures
are relatively easy to take down because the command servers constitute a single point of failure. In
order to become more resilient, botnets have begun using peer–to–peer (p2p) architectures for command
and control. Most countermeasures against p2p botnets so far have been ad–hoc, and little research
has been done into the fundamental properties of such botnets. As a result, current countermeasures
against p2p botnets are easily avoided by botnets which are aware of these countermeasures. We propose
to extensively study and categorize both real–life p2p botnets, as well as novel p2p botnets which use
architectures not yet encountered in the wild. The aim of our research is to derive fundamental advantages
and disadvantages for each category of p2p botnet. We expect that a better understanding of these
fundamentals will lead to more effective countermeasures against botnets in the future, as well as a
better basis for predicting future botnet developments.

3 Description of the research

3.1 Introduction

Botnets are large networks of malware–infected hosts (bots). Botnets consisting of tens of thousands or
even hundreds of thousands of bots are common. These bots are controlled by one or more individuals
(botmasters) who send commands to cause the bots to perform malicious activities. Botnets are the most
common source of spam e–mail. They are also commonly used to steal private information from infected
hosts, or launch large scale denial of service attacks. Botmasters often gain large revenues from their
botnets either by renting them to other malicious individuals, or by selling stolen private information.

Traditional botnets use centralized architectures, in which bots are controlled by a small number of
command and control servers, typically IRC– or HTTP–based. Centralized botnets have been extensively
studied. They are well understood, and relatively easy to disable due to their centralized design [1, 2].

In order to become more resilient, botnets have started using peer–to–peer (p2p) architectures. Ex-
amples of real–life botnets which use p2p include the Waledac botnet [3], some variants of Conficker
[4], and the well known Kademlia–based Storm botnet [5]. Research suggests that it is also very easy to
create botnets on top of popular p2p applications like Skype [6]. Botnets based on existing p2p applica-
tions are especially hard to detect, because their network traffic blends in with the usually large amount
of legitimate p2p traffic.

Countermeasures to take down botnets typically involve ad–hoc methods, developed by anti–malware
companies in response to a specific threat. In addition, scientific research has been done on botnet de-
tection systems like Jackstraws [7], BotHunter [8], and BotMiner [9]. However, these detection systems
are typically based on previous botnet behaviour, and can be avoided by malware which is aware of the
particular detection method. Thus, these detection systems constitute only temporary solutions, and do
not generalize well to novel botnets.

It is clear that p2p architectures have many advantages for botnets. For instance, they are much
harder to take down because they do not depend on a small number of command and control servers.
In addition, strategies exist to make certain types of p2p botnets harder to detect than traditional botnets
[10].

On the other hand, it is well recognized that p2p systems are quite hard to secure well. For Dis-
tributed Hash Table (DHT) architectures —the most common basis for p2p botnets today— the security
difficulties have been extensively pointed out in [11]. Security issues for various p2p architectures have
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also been identified in [12]. These security issues are very relevant to p2p botnets, because they constitute
weaknesses which may be leveraged to disrupt or attack the botnets.

We propose to extensively study and categorize p2p botnets, with the expectation that inherent advan-
tages, weaknesses and tradeoffs can be identified for each category of p2p botnet. We propose to study
both architectures which have already been seen in the wild, such as DHT–based botnet architectures, as
well as novel architectures for p2p botnets, such as gossiping. By identifying fundamental strengths and
weaknesses for each category of p2p botnet, we expect to ease the analysis of future p2p botnets, and
to aid the design of more effective countermeasures which botnets can not easily evade. In addition, we
believe that a good understanding of the tradeoffs involved with the various types of botnet architectures
is crucial to predicting future botnet developments.

3.2 Our Approach

Section 3.1 introduced the main problem our research aims to improve upon: existing countermeasures
against p2p botnets are ad–hoc and easily avoided by botnets which know about the countermeasures.

Our approach to addressing this problem is to systematically categorize the various p2p botnet archi-
tectures, and to study their inherent properties. That is, we wish to identify advantages and disadvantages
which necessarily belong with each category of p2p botnet.

The main idea is that these properties can then be exploited to allow for more effective analysis of
future p2p botnets, and more effective countermeasures against them. The crux is that countermeasures
based on inherent architectural properties of p2p botnets will not be easy to avoid by malware designers.

It is important to note that our research will not focus exclusively on architectural properties which
are impossible to get around. Some p2p architectures have weaknesses which can be adressed in theory,
but only at a prohibitively high cost. Such properties are also quite useful to identify.

It is also important to note that our research is not the same as research which attempts to identify
p2p vulnerabilities in a generic sense, such as [11, 12]. Namely, such generic research is done from the
viewpoint of legitimate users of a p2p network. In contrast, our research considers p2p architectures
from the viewpoint of a malicious botmaster.

The remainder of this section is organized as follows. First we describe some of our preliminary ideas
about inherent advantages and disadvantages of a number of p2p botnet architectures. This underlines
our conviction that such tradeoffs can be identified, and that they can indeed be quite useful to combat
p2p botnets. Next, we describe how we plan to proceed with our research. Specifically, we describe the
work that is to be done by the PhD student, and the approach that is to be taken in completing the work.

3.2.1 Preliminary results

We have already been able to identify a number of p2p botnet architectural properties which we think are
inherent to these architectures.

For instance, DHT–based p2p architectures are inherently vulnerable to Sybil attacks against their
routing tables [11]. In the context of DHT–based botnets, this means that security specialists attempting
to take down a botnet can gain significant influence on the p2p routing scheme by inserting many captured
or cloned bots into the botnet, which spread false routing information to other bots. This results in a
significant disruption of communications within the botnet, severely limiting the spread of command and
control data.

Another example is in the context of gossip–based p2p botnets, which have not yet been encountered
in the wild. Gossip–based networks have the property that they are highly resistant to churn [13]. We
suspect that botmasters will find this a highly desirable property, as botnets have to deal with constantly
joining and leaving bots, both due to new (dis)infections of hosts, and due to hosts powering up and down.
Additionally, this churn resistance means that gossip–based p2p botnets can be extremely resilient even
if large portions of the botnet are taken down.

However, we suspect that the very reason that gossip–based p2p networks are so resistant to churn
also constitutes a vulnerability in the context of botnets. Namely, hosts in gossip–based systems con-
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stantly swap address information about other hosts with each other in order to maintain an up–to–date
overlay network, and thus remain well–connected [13]. This makes it easy to map large portions of
gossip–based botnets simply by capturing a single bot and analyzing the adresses that this bot sees.

This section has described some simple examples of the kind of properties our research aims to
derive. We expect that many substantially less trivial properties exist for each category of p2p botnet.

3.2.2 PhD student tasks

The PhD student will study many p2p botnets, both real–life and novel, in order to identify and categorize
the different p2p botnet architectures. In addition, the PhD student will study the various categories of
architectures in depth in order to derive fundamental strengths and weaknesses for each category.

In order for the research to be effective not only for current botnet architectures, but also in the
future, part of the research will involve studying the properties of novel botnets not yet seen in the wild.
For instance, we plan to study the properties of gossip–based botnets, as described in section 3.2.1.
Consequently, part of the PhD student’s work will consist of identifying novel p2p botnet architectures,
implementing them as a proof of concept, and analyzing their behaviour.

In order to analyze the behaviour that novel botnets would exhibit on a large scale, we plan to use
PeerSim [14]. PeerSim is a highly scalable simulator for p2p networks, which has already been used to
simulate large scale p2p networks in many research areas.

In order to study real–life p2p botnets, the PhD student will analyze network traces and other avail-
able information like technical reports created by anti–malware companies. Based on this information,
the PhD student will categorize the various p2p botnets.

The PhD student will then create a generalized form of each category of p2p botnet. This will consist
of designing an algorithm which is representative of the particular category, and which can be tuned
where necessary to study different behaviour patterns within a category. These generalized algorithms
can then also be studied in PeerSim to analyze their behaviour under a variety of circumstances. The
generalized algorithms will only focus on the network behaviour of each category of p2p botnet, and not
on the payloads of each bot. Thus, we expect that the algorithms will not be too complicated.

Next, the PhD student will identify strengths and weaknesses of each category of p2p botnet by study-
ing the botnets using PeerSim and any available additional information. For each perceived weakness,
the PhD student will attempt to improve the botnet in question so that it no longer exhibits the weakness.
If this appears impossible or highly impractical, the PhD student will conclude that the weakness is likely
inherent to that botnet category.

The end result of the research will be a clear overview of which categories of p2p botnets currently
exist and can be expected in the future, along with their associated strengths and weaknesses.

3.3 Planning

The distribution of the PhD student’s tasks over the available four years is summarized in table 1. The
tasks correspond to the ones described in section 3.2.2.

PhD student tasks
Year 1 Analyze and categorize existing p2p botnets. Create a generalization of each

category.
Year 2 Identify novel p2p botnet categories. Implement proofs of concept in PeerSim.
Year 3 Study strengths and weaknesses of all botnet categories by analysis in PeerSim

and by attempting to improve upon weaknesses.
Year 4 Finish study of strengths and weaknesses. Write PhD thesis.

Table 1: PhD student tasks per year.
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